
Things Worth Knowing
What Makes Your Face Pucker When You Laugh?
¥ F your face were not a mass of

muscles you could neither laugh

nor cry. In fact almost every bit of the ;
skin of your face is underlaid by

masses of muscle which I differ 'i.from J
the muscles in other parts of the body j
in that they are not used for the lift- j
ing of bones, but simply for the raria- j
tion of expression. : , ?

If you look at a good drawing of the j
facial muscles you will notice at the ;
sides of the head the auricularis, or j
ear-moving muscle. Some individuals |
have such a strong control over this |
that they move the ears quite notice-1
ably. This is the same muscle which !
controls the movement in the ears of /
donkeys, horses, cows and similar ani- 1
males. Its lack of use in man. accounts
for the gradual loss of control. .

At the top of the head is the fron-
talis, which moves the scalp. This too
is more mobile 'in ; some individuals
than in others. Almost every one has
some control of this muscle, but some
persons can move it very far back and
alter the entire appearance of the face
for a time.
: There are muscles running along the
nose by which we open wide the nos-
trils, as a horse does, though not to
the same extent, and other muscles of
the nose by which some individuals
can give it an upward tilt,. aiding In
the sneering expression of the lips.

The heavy muscle about i the \u25a0 moutli

is used for a large number of purposes,
from the curving !of? the lip?to ? fit a
spoon to the puckering of':the same

? lips ifor a kiss. A young man sees a
pretty girl with rosy lips which tempt
him to kiss them. The message of
this desire is carried to the proper (or
shall we call it improper) centre ;in
the brain, from which the order or im-
pulse goes out to pucker up the lips
for the impending joy. The nerves
running to the orbicularis muscle re-
spond immediately, if not sooner, and
all \is in readiness tor the delightful

experiment. \\u25a0 - '\u25a0\u25a0'.'." ;'\u25a0\u25a0 \u25a0'.?- "
By the side, and running into the or-i

bicularis is to be seen* the risorius'
muscle, which in hyena draws\u25a0

; oacK uxe upper,up aua»liasrgiven io it- - "... .?
~>' the name ofi the laughing hyena, for; it
j\u25a0 looks as if it were laughing, no matter
I jhow savage it may feel. aln > mar, *how-

ver, the !? pleasure fexperienced J affects

i he brain centre, which \u25a0 sends a mes-
i ! sage along ; the nerves' Ito\ the irisorius

I j:muscle, at .the same time pulling at the
! orbicularis, and the lips part in a
i suile.

J ; When, on the other hand, we are af-

: fected to extreme sadness, and. losing
I all control over our emotions, are

forced to cry, the muscular action of

I ; the facv. is very marked. ! The nerves
i running to thr muscles around the

eyes (orbicularis oculi) cause these to, draw together or pucker. This equeezes

i the lachrymal glands, causing the

tears which they s contain to . flow pro-

fusely into the eyes, which partly
close, while at the same time the

muscles about the mouth are pulled

violently, v distorting the entire face.

Yet the risorius muscles are also af-

fected, so that at times we are in

doubt whether the person be crying or
laughing. Both, in fact, are nervous
spasms, and it often happens that -a
nervous woman will pass at once from

weeping to hysterical laughing, or vice

versa. This demonstrates how nearly

tears are allied to laughter, and one of

the puzzles which the : psychologists

have not yet been able to > solve is why

we express grief by weeping and pleas-

ure by laughing, and not the reverse.

The muscles of the face.

Uncle Sam Recommends Fricasseed Guinea Pig.
TNID you ever eat guinea pig? IInot, j
'\u25a0-'why not try it? The United States !
Department of Agriculture is authority :
for the statement that its meat is very
good. In a bulletin just Issued by*the
Depart ment t

David E. Lantz,
assistant in the
Bureau of Bio-
logical Survey,J
points out that I
guinea pigs or
carles are
wholly vege-

tarian in theiri ______
die and therefore eminently fit food for

the table. He also calls muskrats and

prairie dogs excellent, classing them

with rabbits and squirrels. Then he

gives the following directions about
cooking guinea pigs:

directions about
ng guinea pigs:

"The animal is killed by Idislocating I

its neck, after which it goes i through |
about the same processes :as a suck-
ing pig in preparation for cooking. Its
throat is cut, it is hung up for a few \
minutes ,to bleed, and then scalded in \u25a0
water not too hot at first The hair is \
removed, the skin scraped with a knife, j
the viscera taken out, and the carcass
washed in tepid water. It is then ready
for the cook. The Peruvians usually

roast the animals, but , the number ;of
possible ways of cooking them is un-
limited. Charles Cumberland states i
that . they . are excellent eating when
oooted in any of the ways that are |
commonly applied to aniall game. They ? !
may be baked whole, or may be cut j
Into pieces and fried or fricasseed. Says
Cumberland: ;,, <r'

"Cavies are excellent as entrees in !
various stews with " mushrooms, with
brown onions, with green peas, a la '

Isoubise, and* especially in curry. ft?A
practical ; cook will have no difficulty
in varying the preparations, and I;will

!undertake to say that ;it will be ;found
idifficult to make them other than 'very

jgood meate.
,

\u25a0 ?

"On account of?' the whiteness of? its
skin the smooth-haired white (albino)

guinea pig is best adapted for the table.
;The males become somewhat strong

flavored with \u25a0. age, , but are -said to be

fine when : four or five months old.
iFemales are said to be tender and finely
flavored for a much longer time ?prob-

Iably at their best when about a !year

old."
They can rbe raised at home more

easily than rabbits, need no more care
than 1,a ten-year-old boy can give them

in J ten minutes a day, breed rapidly
and consequently would furnish a cheap

food.

How Electric Currents Are Used on the Nerves.
SO many charlatans have gone into

the buslnese "?of curing disease by

electricity that '
many people haveij an

Idea electricity is not used by the most
reputable physicians. This idea is
erroneous, - for r= "-? -?- -\u25a0-\u25a0erroneous, for r= i

electric appar-

atus is to be

found in the
finest hospitals
and in the of-
fices of the
greatest doc-
tors. These,
however, use it
charily, for Its
administration
necessities the
greatest of skill end much special
study. '- '?\u25a0 \\u25a0 ,' \u25a0 ,

Electricity is valuable especially In

the treatment of certain nervous
troubles, as currents properly applied

can be sent through the nerves as if

these were telegraph wires. The Edisor
Monthly gives a remarkably clear de-

scription of how electricity works in
tho body.

"Gene.raily speaking," it says, "elec-

tricity, when applied for medical use,
acts upon the nerves, of which a hu-

man body his three different sets.

Those nearest the surface are called
eensitory, and are those concerned In

. touch; next comes J the Vasomotor sys-
tem, or nerves which control voluntary
muscular action. ? Those most deep
seated and least easily studied are the

I so-called sympathetic ,; nerves which

! preside over involuntary muscular ac-
? tion, such as arterial ;pulsation. Rough-

; ly, these three kinds of nerves react to
; three different forms of electric cur-
; rent, \u25a0 namely, static for ?\u25a0 sensitory

jnerves; galvanic for motor nerves; and

iwhen the sympathetic nerves are to be
; reached, high frequency is the current
jusually, employed.
« "Again, to define these terms so that

la layman ; can comprehend, static elec-

\u25a0 tricity is that form which in contrast
to dynamic does not 'flow,' although. It
may be transmitted over very : short
distances \u25a0 through wires; ;it is usually

produced by friction, * and medically
acts as a stimulus to the

(
sensory

nerves. For this reason, it is employed

for ?-, localized trouble, its effect being

rot unlike that of a poultice used as a
counter irritant. An example of this
would be the treatment of a muscular

contraction of the hand following
neuritis.

" 'Galvanic' is just another name for
ordinary - direct current. : For medical
purposes, however, a very small ; quan-

jtlty of current is used at a ; high volt-
age Where > galvanic treatment is ap-

plied, one pole is placed at the base of

an ;affected nerve, and the other at its

J termination, or some point beyond the
I diseased area. vCurrent is then sent

idirectly , through the body, always with
an accompanying electrolytic . effect.
Such treatment is often employed in

jcases of paralysis. For instance, last
! summer a woman came to the out-

! patient department of the Boston City

I Hospital with:a paralyzed arm, left so
iby a partial shock. Since then she has
come at intervals to the electro-medical
clinic\u25a0\u25a0 for treatment, and in February
was able to raise her , arm and swing
it about her head. " ? , ; -;, "With regard to high' frequency cur-

Irent, there seems to be difference of
opinion. Some physicians believe ; that
It acts through the sympathetic nerves.
Others maintain that 'high "frequency'
has only a heating effect, and trace lm-

; proved circulation and increased

'metabolism to this cause. Another
jform of current employed, the 'sinu- ,
i soidal,

, an alternating current of high
voltage and low - frequency, \u25a0 produces a
gentle muscular contraction and relax-
ation {very like ; massage* 'Faradic' a

! complicated ;current, being induced, al-
jternating, high frequency and non-
i symmetrical in wave form, gives a
jwholly muscular effect, producing a
strong continued contraction."

Why Healthy Men Jump Out of Bed in the Morning.
WHEN a man is in perfect health

he wakes up naturally when he

has had enough sleep. What is enough

sleep is entirely a matter of habit and

of individuality. - One man may have

had enough when he has slept four

hours. It is not well for a man who

is in the habit of sleeping eight oc
nine hours to cut down his night's

rest suddenly to four or five.

\u25a0-v; The healthy man wakes up ready to

get up, ready to leave his bed. This is

because he is too full of vigor to lie

idle. The man in perfect health must
be active. But his awakening need not
necessarily be sudden. Many men
wake up gradually. Such an awaken-
ing is pleasant and is often accompan-

ied by the greatest mental activity of

the day. Poets have found themselves
composing their most beautiful of
verses; musicians imagining the love-
liest of melodies when ; in that con-
dition of perfect physical rest, with
the mind refreshed by a night 'of
sleep. "\u25a0; ? '.. '.., ? _ '\u25a0 . "

Nor has the healthy man any recol-

ilection of his night. He may have

Idreamed and he may have in his mind
some hazy *, recollection of his dream,
but this passes away like a breath
from a polished steel surface. <

Sleep ;is to . the - healthy man merely

Ia reviving process for brain and body.
!It annihilates the poisons of fatigue

Ithat . have accumulated during the
day, - the < poisons \ that make ; him % feel

sleepy at . night. And when he wakes
up he jumps out of bed vibrating :with
energy for the work of another day. ;
-It, is not so much : the amount of
sleep aa its quality that counts. ?' An

I Edison can get as much sleep :in ; four

Ihours as most of us get in eight, which
means merely that .; his sleep is \so in-

' -'- * ' - ' \u25a0\u25a0 --- - .- '!''\u25a0 \u25a0*

tense, his \u25a0 rest ?so perfect, : that ?in four
hours all the fatigue poisons are driven
from his system, while most men's
sleep is so fitful or so light that it
takes eight or nine hours to do the
same work for them.

It does not matter what time you go
to bed so long as you have a regular
hour and stick to it. The old saying
that an hour of sleep before midnight
is worth two after is not ? true, but
it has this much of truth in it: That
the early hours of sleep are worth more
than the later. The man who remains
healthy goes to bed about the same
hour every night, and it makes little
difference whether this hour be 9
P M. or 3 A. M.

To Cure Insanity With Colors.
;|3 &OKIMr reports on treating ner-

*> vous diseases with colored light

show that the effect "of ceratin colors
upon ' certain ; temperaments 'can be 'pre-
dicted accurately, ,but that it is not yet

possible to define the effects of cer-

tain other, colors. ?? ' - ?

Dr. Ponza, director of the insane
asylum at Alessandria, ?/in r northern
Italy, uses red, blue and violet light
in the treatment of his patients. v Blue
light is known to be soothing, even de-
pressing, while red light has definitely

been proved to be exciting. Dr. Ponza
puts : sufferers .from melancholia into;
rooms -s hung in red, with nothing but
red light. He describes one instance
ofisuch a sufferer who after only three
hours in a red room became 'actually
talkative, and gay. Pesons suffering
from certain forms of mania are
quieted down rapidly in ~ blue or violet
light.

Science is not yet ready to draw up
:an exact scale of the Intellectual and {

moral qualities that are produced or
stimulated by the several colors, but a
recent writer makes a start with a ten-» - "\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 -\u25a0\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0, \u25a0' \u25a0\u25a0.. - -.- "r -.'j -T' ".? "i.j; imiam} 'frmmnfti
tative scale,' follows: ---,:.: V

Red in General?Love, affection, luet.
Deep Crimson?Animality.
Bright Red?Courage or confidence. :
Scarlet ?Emotion, anger.
Brownish Orange? Worldly wisdom.
Dull Orange?Less understanding.
Light Yellow?Common sense.
The suggestion Is made that our lik-. _

\u25a0

ing or dislike for colors indicates our |
natural inclinations, and that if we j
desire to alter or curb these we must \
subject ourselves to the opposite or !
complementary colors. For example, a 'person whose affections were too pas- ]
sionate !should submit f himself to green

\u25a0???-?-. \u25a0--- '"\u25a0':"-\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0;.\u25a0
light, to green hangings and wall
paper..

The literature of the world has in- i
tuitively made a scale of colors that'
typify certain qualities. In the Bible;

sin is always scarlet. ?\u25a0 Mephistopheies
is almost always represented ?In red.
Blue -Is the symbol "of spirituality and
jwhite of purity. So, in representations

the Blessed Virgin Mary, she is al-
ways clothed in these' - two colors.
Green, the color of nature, has been as-
signed to represent the normal and by
some the utilitarian; yellow has been-
said to correspond to the Intellectual*.
qualities of man and is :at the same
time the symbol of joy.
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